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RESUMEN
Se presentan resultados preliminares del analisis de datos espe tros opi os
de alta resolu ion de una muestra de nebulosas planetarias on nu leo WR o estrellas on lneas en emision debiles. Se han sele ionado objetos on estrellas
entrales de diversas ara tersti as WR. Para todos los objetos, se han al ulado
las densidades y temperaturas ele troni as as omo la omposi ion qumi a y la
velo idad de expansion del gas. Los resultados se usan para realizar un estudio
estadsti o bus ando rela iones entre los parametros estelares y nebulares y el efe to
del viento de la estrella WR en la nebulosa planetaria.
ABSTRACT
Preliminary results from high resolution spe tros opy for a sele ted sample of
planetary nebulae with WR nu leus or weak{emission line star (wels) are presented.
The observed obje ts spread over a wide range in stellar hara teristi s: early and
late [WC℄{type stars and wels have been sele ted. Nebular densities and temperatures, as well as ioni and total abundan es and expansion velo ities, have been
derived. The results are used to perform a statisti al study of the obje ts in order
to nd possible relationships among the di erent stellar and nebular parameters
and to analyze the e e t of the WR wind on the nebular shell.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Central stars of planetary nebulae (PNNi) are hot pre{white dwarf stars (post{AGB obje ts) that have
re ently eje ted a substantial amount of mass at low expansion velo ities. They onsist of dense arbon{oxygen
ores of masses around 0.6
surrounded by a thin helium shell, and a H{ri h outer atmosphere.
Among the known gala ti PNNi there are about 50 obje ts (nearly 10% of the studied sample) that present
intense WR features. These WR{PNNi de nitely do not t into the s heme des ribed before. All of them have
been reported to be WC{type stars, mostly of [WC 2{4℄ and [WC 8{11℄ spe tral types, with very few obje ts in
the intermediate lasses (Tylenda, A ker & Stenholm 1993). Some of these stars show mu h weaker emission
lines and have been lassi ed as wels.
The atmospheres of su h stars are almost pure helium and arbon. In mass fra tion, it has been found that
He  50 { 80%, C  0.16 { 0.50%, O  6 { 15% (e.g., Leuenhagen, Hamann & Je ery et al. 1996; Koesterke
& Hamann 1997):
In the Magellani Clouds, only a handful of entral stars are known to show WR features. All of them but
one present also [WC℄{type spe tra, although in this ase they are [WC 4{6℄-type stars (Pe~na et al. 1997a).
To explain the extreme H{de ien y of WR{PNN atmospheres, the most a epted suggestion is the born{
again s enario (Fujimoto 1977) where a very late thermal pulse, o urring when the entral star is near the
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white dwarf ooling tra k, sends the star ba k to the AGB. Re ently, Iben & M Donald (1995) and Herwig et
al. (2000) have omputed models, within this s enario, that ould reprodu e the hemi al omposition of [WC℄
entral stars.
Regardless of the pro ess that makes the PNN looks like a Wolf{Rayet star, a number of other questions
arise. It is not known if WR phenomenon is a transient stage in the evolution of a entral star neither are
known the main fa tors whi h determine that a PNN will be a WR{PNN.
From both, stellar and nebular studies (e.g., Hamann 1997; A ker, Gorny & Cuisiner 1996; Gorny 1998), it
has been suggested that the spe tral sequen e of [WC℄ stars orresponds to an evolutionary sequen e from late
to early types. The main reason for this suggestion is the fa t that most [WC{late℄ stars possess very dense
and ompa t nebulae, while [WC{early℄ stars are surrounded by extended low{density nebulae. A few ounter
examples, where the entral star is ool while the surrounding nebula is very diluted, have been interpreted as
due to a late helium ash (A ker et al. 1996).
On the other hand, Pe~na et al. (1998) have shown that PNe with nu lei of same [WC℄ type have very
di erent nebular properties (morphologies, abundan e ratios, et .) suggesting that stars with quite di erent
initial masses an pass through the same [WC℄ stage. And, additionally, the WR phenomenon is known to be
highly variable, at least in a few ases (Pe~na et al. 1997b; Werner et al. 1992). Thus, it is not really obvious
that the stars that now appear as [WC 2-3℄ were of [WC{late℄ type before.
In order to provide some answers to these questions, we are systemati ally obtaining high{resolution spe trophotometri data of a large sample of known planetary nebulae with WR star (WRPNe). The rst results
with data for ve nebulae with [WC{early℄ nu lei, together with a detailed photoionization modeling of ea h
obje t an be found in Pe~na et al. (1998). To date we have observed about 30 nebulae, sele ted trying to over
a wide range in stellar hara teristi s: obje ts with nu leus of di erent [WC℄ types and some wels among them.
This gives us a large sample of WRPNe whi h an be analyzed in a onsistent way.
2. SPECTROSCOPIC DATA
High resolution spe tros opi observations have been performed with the e helle spe trograph atta hed
to the 2.1{m teles ope at OAN/SPM, in di erent observing runs. We have hosen a spe tral range as wide
as possible in order to determine most of the important opti al line ratios for nebular diagnosti and ioni
abundan e determinations. Our observations range from 3600 to 7000 
A with resolution of about 0.2 
A. A
representative e helle spe trum is shown in Figure 1.
Details of the observing and redu tion pro edures an be found in Pe~na et al. (1998) and Pe~na, Stasinska,
& Medina (2001, in preparation). The high spe tral resolution allows us to determine radial velo ities of the
obje ts and expansion velo ities of the nebular material.
The nebular data derived so far an be used to perform a statisti al analysis of some nebular parameters,
as a fun tion of the [WC℄ spe tral type (whi h is losely orrelated with the e e tive temperature of the star).
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
1.{ The analysis of the ele tron density as a fun tion of [WC℄ type on rms the trend found by A ker et
al. (1996) in the sense that e de reases as the [WC℄ lass de reases. That is, most low{ex itation nebulae,
ionized by [WC 8-11℄ stars show e  104 m 4 , while [WC 2-4℄ stars are surrounded by nebulae with e  103
m 3 and the intermediate types show nebulae with intermediate e . This well de ned trend indi ates that
most [WC{late℄ stars possess young nebulae. Thus, the born{again s enario, whi h requires old nebulae around
[WC{late℄ stars, is not supported by observations.
A few [WC{late℄ obje ts, however, notoriously deviate from this behavior. For instan e K 2-16 and PM 1188, both ionized by a [WC 11℄ star, present e  1000 m 3 . Spe ially K 2-16 shows a faint and extended
shell{like nebula. Therefore the stellar nu lei in these obje ts ould be born{again stars. Alternatively, these
obje ts ould be low{mass nebulae around low{mass stars evolving slowly in the H{R diagram, as those reported
by Dopita et al. (1988) for their sample of PNe in the Magellani Clouds.
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2.{ Chemi al abundan es of He, O, N and Ne have been derived. We nd that He/H an be well determined
from the He+ /H+ ratio only for obje ts with [WC 6℄ or earlier type star ( e  60,000 K). For later stars, a
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NGC 7026

Fig. 1. An e helle spe trum of the planetary nebula NGC 7026, from 3600 to 7000 
A is shown. The main lines
have been marked. Noti e the strong WR features of the entral star.

large fra tion of neutral helium an be present in the nebula. The bulk of obje ts present an average He/H 
0.120, with a few of them possibly showing He enri hment.
Oxygen abundan e values, log O/H +12, are between 8.4 and 8.9, with a large s atter for a given [WC℄{
type. No tenden y in O abundan e with spe tral type is found. Wels abundan es do not deviate from this or
other WRPN abundan e behavior.
In the ase on N, a faint tenden y of in reasing N/O abundan e ratio with de reasing spe tral type is found,
with a large s atter in N/O abundan e ratios at a given [WC℄ spe tral type. This is onsistent with the idea
already expressed by Pe~na et al. (1998) that stars with very di erent initial masses an pass through the same
[WC℄ phase.
Neon abundan es in WRPNe show the same trend found for general samples of PNe in various environments:
Ne/O  0.2 { 0.3 (Henry 1986, 1990).
Carbon abundan es are expe ted to be enhan ed in WRPNe, due to the [WC℄ nature of the entral star,
possibly varying from point to point inside the obje ts. A ker et al. (1996) suggest that [WC℄ entral stars
ome from C stars. Unfortunately, C abundan es have been on dently derived only for very few obje ts (Pe~na
et al. 1998). With a few ex eptions, most studied WRPNe show a large C{enri hment, but this result annot
be generalized until more obje ts have been studied. This is an important work for the future.
The omparison of our average values for He/H, O/H, N/O and Ne/O ratios with those obtained by
Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994) shows no signi ant di eren es between our sample of WRPNe and their sample
(whi h in ludes all kind of PNe). Thus, as already on luded by Gorny & Stasinska (1995) from data olle ted
from the literature, WRPNe do not present signi ant di eren es in hemi al abundan es ompared to non{
WRPNe.
3.{ Expansion velo ities are an important parameter for understanding the dynami al evolution of planetary
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nebulae. We have estimated exp for our sample from the nebular line pro les and by adopting a simple and
arbitrary method to de ne exp , similar to that des ribed by Dopita et al. (1988). Thus, we are able to analyze
exp as a fun tion of the [WC℄{type from onsistent data.
The expansion velo ities spread over a large range, from  20 to 70 km/s, and in average, exp (WRPNe)
 exp (wels).
There is a large dispersion of exp values for a given [WC℄ lass and, surprisingly, no spe ial trend of exp
with [WC℄ type is found. The latter fa t would indi ate that there is no sequen e [WC{late℄ ! [WC{early℄.
Otherwise, due to the a tion of intense stellar winds blowing for long periods, one should expe t larger exp
for [WC{early℄ obje ts.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Preliminary results from high resolution spe tros opy for a sample of 30 WRPNe and wels show that:

 WRPNe do not present signi ant di eren es in hemi al abundan es ompared to non{WRPNe.
 There is no eviden e for WRPNe being produ ed in a born{again s enario, ex ept possibly for a few

[WC{late℄ stars surrounded by diluted nebulae.
 Expansion velo ities measured for WRPNe are, in average, larger than in wels. The la k of orrelation
of exp and [WC℄ type do not support the suggestion of an evolutionary sequen e: [WC{late℄ ! [WC{early℄.
However, a detailed omparison with dynami al model predi tions is required.
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